
Hra’gad is absorbed by Cadmus and 
Sincentius merges into the remains.

Tree of Death grows for 5,000 years

Crimson bites into the death fruit and 
Hra’gad is reborn again in a physical 
form. Acquires yin as dominate. 
Strengtens Hra’gad.

Tree of Death grows for 5,000 years

Harkin bites into the death fruit and 
Hra’gad is reborn again in a physical 
form. Acquires yang as dominate. 
Weakens Hra’gad.

Hra’gad distrupts the Apocalype; 
fails in �nding parents; invades Hell 
& Heaven. Hra’gad is given a chance 
to �nd parents in a deal.

Back into time: God orders Aeean 
Hades in the ancient past to forge a 
key from the hilt of his scepter. 

When this was done, God secretly 
imprisoned Hra’gad back inside of 
the metal to be sent into the 
Dreamscape for the next Apocalypse 
negating time; but, Aeean Hades 
does not use all of the metal with 
intent to keep a backup key for 
himself- it has a smaller portion of 
Hra’gad’s essence in it- though, the 
scepter puri�es it because there was 
more Holy than there was Darkness. 
This mixture creates the 
Holy Darkness. Aeean fails in keep-
ing his plate as he is cursed to be a 
Mortal. The plates are taken to God 
and placed into the hands of the 
Xanderaz tribe.

The Xanderaz tribe instead take 
Hra’gad out of the Dreamscape and
thousands of years passed after the 
Genesis era of Earth’s history where 
they worsphipped the plate, made a 
city until one half was stolen.

Alexander Arcane meets with Aeean 
Hades and they combine the 
Nethercore belt with the Undisputed 
title to reawaken the powers hidden 
and produce the “Hand of God” key 
to the Apocalype.

Alex tests the Absolute and Mortal 
belts with Deadblood to see their 
potentials and to further awaken its 
powers.

Absolute belt was about to be used 
in the Final Gate; but it was diverted.

Hra’gad emerges from the title belt 
at McMahon Manor.

Charon never meet with Lord Mortis 
and never learned of Hra’gad

Lilith was defeated by di�erently; 
F’ein is still cut; Mortis dies

F’ein Dacor & Charon #2 
interfere from Alternate Future 
Timeline

Hra’gad’s essence emerges from 
Charon #2 and takes possession of 
the Absolute Title. Darkspade steals 
back the Crystal of Darkness.

Botch Recliner interferes and wins 
the King of Darkenss trophy, then 
the Woman’s Championship!

Botch full�lls his prophecy to 
becoming a “Soon-to-be Champion” 
Champion.

Charon is protecting Lil’ Red with 
Brandon but �nd that he is growing 
rapidly like all other Death Family 
child usually do.

Alternative timeline Hra’gad 
challenges Darkspade and Red 
Spyder for a triple-threat/winner 
takes all time match. Alt. Hra’gad 
grows more complete during the 
match but is killed when Botch pees 
on the alt. future Hra’gad causing 
Lusus to devor Hra’gad from the 
stench.

Red wins belt but doesn’t destroy it, 
Crystal of Darkness is stolen and Red 
releases the dark spirit and aborbs it 
in order to destroy Spade Deathen.

Earth looks doomed and a repeat of 
alt. timeline happens. But Alexander 
(who just came back from the past) 
uses Gunther’s wig in attempt to seal 
Red Spyder into the Dreamscape; but 
instead Botch farts and everyone is 
trapped in the deep past!

The plate stolen was the one that 
had most of Hra’gad’s presence and 
eventually stolen by F’ein Dacor to 
be taken back into Neo-Earth. Once 
there, F’ein Dacor forged it into the 
Underworld title belt for 
Lord Mortismere. F’ein Dacor was 
unware that the artifact posssed 
Hra’gad’s spirit- however, the belt 
gives Lord Mortis his unholy powers.

Lord Mortismere and Kizmat are 
judged by the Oracle and they are 
sentenced. Mortis is taken to 
Kali-Sheol and Kizmat loses his 
memories and is taken to Earth.

Mortis kept the belt- until he arrives 
to Earth and joins the CWF. Mortis 
loses the belt in a match and 
Alexander Arcane changes it to the 
Netherworld title belt. Alex later 
discovers that the belt has hidden 
powers but are not activated unless 
through a symbol of great physical 
sacri�ce by Creatures: hence, the 
Undisputed title! Alex ups the anty 
on intense, crazy, matches placing 
Creatures’ phsyical being on the line 
for the sole purpose to awaken the 
belt’s powers.

The plate that stayed with Xanderaz 
tribe was pillaged by Thieves. The 
plate resurfaced only a few other 
times in history until the Arcane 
family came into contact with it in 
the late 1700s at an auction.

Alexander Arcane comes into 
contact with the metal and realizes 
its power; has the Undisputed 
Mortal Belt made from it and tested 
it with Deadblood with the Absolute 
Belt.

Darkspade gives into his greed; 
Stephanie, Chane and Darkspade are 
possessed by parts of Hra’gad. Lil’ 
Red is never named- dies; Angel is 
entangled in time. Brandon loses his 
arm; Markus becomes Guardian.

Darkspade and Chane �ght at Crea-
tureMania; Darkspade loses his belt 
and Chane becomes champion then 
President of US then King. Hra’gad 
(as Chane) takes back the essence 
stored inside of Darkspade to grow 
stronger and locks him up.

Hra’gad needs the Final Key to enter 
the Gate of the Apocalpyse for his 
ultimate revenge... so Reverend 
Jones is tasked to interrogate Dark-
spade

Hra’gad releases Angel from her 
entanglement as well and places her 
into an Asylum in order to break her 
will, keep Darkspade in line and help 
in locating the Final Key.

Aside from the Final Key- Hra’gad is 
still not strong enough to enter the 
gate & defeat Red Spyder in the 
process.  Hra’gad requires the power 
of the monster beef. After 14 years of 
Chane and Red hiding and �ghting 
behind the scenes: Hra’gad captures 
Brandon and is consumed. With 
Brandon’s memory accessible, 
Hra’gad �nds the location of the 
resistence.

Hra’gad acquires and places one of 
his essences into Brandon’s body 
and sends his clones out to provoke 
the resistence.

Brandon appears and informs Dark-
spade and Angel are alive with plans 
to travel in time using the Final Key 
as bait. Aeean Hades is mentioned.

Charon and Red Spyder locate 
Aeean Hades; but Brandon reveals to 
be a Hra’gad core clone. Monster 
beef is taken; Aeean Taken.

Red transforms into a transvestite 
from CreatureVania and with Charon 
they are on the o�ensive to get the 
monster beef back and rescue 
Darkspade, Aeean and Angel.

Monster Beef escape with the help 
of F’ein Dacor; Seer almost marries 
the Beef; Hra’gad is almost ready to 
get the beef.

Currently through this: Cadmus 
releases Angel; DB meets Angel; 
Cadmus explains what his mom told 
him... plan of action made.

Darkspade, Charon & Red Spyder 
reach Hra’gad’s chamber and discov-
er that Brandon’s true body is now 
inside of a pod; so are Steph and 
Chane... and so is the real Charon.

All out �ght with Clone Cores- Red 
�ghts Hra’gad... Angel is shown by 
Markus. Red has to make a decision; 
Deadblood and Cadmus in the 
distraction rip out the monster beef 
from Hra’gad... Red attacks Markus... 
Red gets beef.... Time portal is 
opened.... F’ein takes a ride inside of 
Charon #2 but Hra’gad sneaks into 
the time portal too through Charon 
#2 secretly.... time dialation is tam-
pered and they go too far into the 
past.

In the past:
Hra’gad meets up with �rst version 
of Dark Queen Lilith in Earth who by 
her measure just got there after the 
Oracle placed her there after Lilith 
Saga Event. Vaolrixous meets up 
with our heroes and they have a 
gameplan in order to seal Hra’gad 
into Neo-Earth. Hra’gad takes Lilith’s 
lifeforce. Makes Sword of Gilgamesh- 
but stolen by Shadow Tribe. 

Red Spyder turns on everyone and 
becomes Hra’gad. Unholy Darkness 
is born from the Wickedness. Charon 
#2 opens time portal with F’ein 
inside of her to change history. A 
part of Hra’gad goes with them.

In the past:
Dark Queen Lilith who was born 
from Mortismere is taken into the 
past by the Oracle to Earth’s deep 
past. 

Red Spyder is seduced by Lilith but 
drains Lilith of her life source and 
creates the Sword of Gilgamesh. The 
heroes and Vaolrixous lure Red 
Spyder into the Dreamscape in order 
to seal him but the Vaolrixous get 
trapped in with him.

The elders of the ravaged remains of 
the Vaolrixous tribe then gave up 
their life force which transforms 
Cadmus into a Champion of Light 
wielding The Sword of Cain. 

Hra’gad and Altimac �ght;  Altimac 
looks to be losing but the Trinity is 
evoked to stun Red Spyder long 
enough for Altimac to seperate Red 
and kill Hra’gad. The trinity powers 
manifest into three crystals. 

Cadmus awakens from his dream 
causing everyone involved to return 
to the present and nobody but 
Cadmus has recollection of any of 
this.

Hra’gad/Red Spyder is tricked to 
enter Neo-Earth. Fighting wages 
onward for 1,000 years in Neo-Earth. 
Cadmus (in the astro plane) acquires 
the Holiness and transforms into 
Altimac; Altimac loses to Hra’gad (his 
dad). Vaolrixous sacri�ce themselves 
to send Hra’gad back to his present 
but a residue of his evil transforms 
into the Crystal of Darkness. Altim-
ac’s essense transfers into Crystal of 
Light. Cadmus awakens in his own 
timeline with knowledge. No Crystal 
of Balance made. Dark Queen Lilith 
produces Lord Mortis and Kizmat.

For 14 years, Stephanie and Chane 
clones ruin CreatureWrestling and 
world. Chaos is all over. Reverend 
Jones is the promoter and uses his 
task force to monitor and suppress 
civilian lives. 

Resistence movement arises lead by 
Charon and Red Spyder.

Absolute Undisputed Title

Alternate Timeline
(w/o Mortis & Crystal of Balance, Aeean Hades lives)

Normal Timeline
(with Mortis & Crystals, Aeean Hades dies)

Mortal Wrestling Title

Other notes about the Alt. Timeline di�erence:

Kali Death was killed by Lord Mortismere and Seer was 
never convicted of his crimes against the Kindred 
Race... instead, he escaped and sought refuge with 
Alexander Arcane and became for awhile a District 
Promoter for CWE. Future Charon traveled back into 
time to prevent Hra'gad from ever happening.

Lord Mortismere did not fully die when Darkspade and 
Charon #1 sacri�ced themselves with the archlight in 
the normal timeline because Charon #2 existed in the 
Normal Timeline since the deep past and had a spirit 
chain attached to her.

Charon and Red Spyder lead by Deadblood �ght o� an 
army of Charons, Stephanies, Bandons until �nally the 
last one of them was slaughtered. troupe into a larger 
chamber where they witness the new body for Hra’gad 
comprised from the parts of Chane, Stephanie, (real) 
Charon and Brandon.

Markus absorbs the Monster Beef into Hra’gad.

Botch Recliner, Gunther and Richard all 
travelback into time from Alternate 
Timeline #2 after CreatureMania 30 
failed win at the Abs. Belt. But Botch 
�nds that if he pees on Gunther’s mullet 
they can return to the present if he pees 
hard enough on it in order to escape 
Hra’gad/Triple Nose.

The troupe realize that they are back in 
post-MWE period right before the Ab. 
Belt was made. Alex goes to warn 
himself but Botch interferes and pees 
on the plates as Aeean was forging the 
belt. The acid pee erodes the title belt 
plates and Botch drops his paper plate 
belt into the mix to cover up his mess 
but it just makes matters worse- making 
the title belt lose massive amount of 
power. Which is why the belt needed 
the Mortal Belt to help carry its own 
weight. Hra’gad does not recover 
enough power to manifest at Death 
Manor.

Alexander from the present then meets 
with Charon in secret and informs her of 
what he knows of the future. This 
exchange prepares Charon to seek 
more information about Hra’gad. 

However, Markus �nds out about the 
future Alex and has him captured. 
Future Botch and Gunther decide to 
rescue Alexander but instead they get 
captured too. Markus runs experiments 
on Botch and �nds out that Botch is a 
hybrid human/creature with amazing 
powers but only when he is uncon-
scious... aka if he falls asleep.

Alex �nds a way to escape and they 
locate Gunther’s mullet. Before Lusus 
could devour them, Botch jack on the 
mullet and they appear at the begin-
ning of CreatureMania XIV.

Back in the past, Charon meets with 
Lord Mortis, learn about Hra’gad to 
prepare at the Manor, Angel is with lil 
Red in the Final Gate and F’ein Dacor is 
used to infect and kill Lilith. 

Lord Mortis lives.

Hra’gad is stopped. There is no 1000 
war; Remaining Vaolrixous are saved 
but stay in Dreamscape to avoid a 
paradox.

Crystal of Darkness, Light and 
Balance are made. Altimac comes 
back as Cadmus.

F’ein Dacor comes back as a full man 
through Lilith. Invents a way to create 
Lord Mortis and Kizmat to avoid 
paradox by creating the Neo-Earth 
with the slumbering Lilith in order to 
try this all again.

Red Spyder returns to his present 
corrupted by Hra’gad and destroys 
the planet.

New chapter & world emerges 
which look to defeat Reverend 
Jones, Markus and Lord Mortismere 
once and for all. Alexander Arcane 
dismantles CreatureWrestling after 
learning his lesson.

Deep Future

(Events leading up  are here)


